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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a new operator on self-blocking clutters (SBCs). Simpler than the 
median operator, it allows small modifications between SBCs. Thanks to this operator we design 
an algorithm which embeds without new vertex (when possible) an intersecting clutter in an 
SBC; and we provide the set of finite SBCs with a structure of connected graph. The two other 
results do not use the operator. One proves the nonexistence of good colourings for SBCs and 
characterizes the z-critical SBCs. 
We conclude with an open question. 
O. Introduction 
A self-blocking clutter (SBC) is a hypergraph whose edges are exactly its minimal 
transversals. The SBCs are wide-spread structures: they appear as strong simple games 
[8, 14, 17], median algebra [1, 15, 16], monotone autodual boolean functions [3,9] and 
'median points' of the free distributive lattices [11, 13]. They are a special case of 
blocking systems [6], verifying the min-max equality on distributive lattices [12]; and 
they are exactly the 3-chromatic intersecting clutters [2, 4, 5, 10]. 
In this paper we give four independent results about SBCs: 
(1) If the problem of weak colourings of  SBCs is easy and was solved 30 years ago 
(they are 3-chromatic), those of  good and strong colourings are very tough and we do 
not have any deep result about them. A k-colouring is good if any edge E contains 
the maximum of colours: min(k, IEI). A strong k-colouring is a good k-colouring with 
k ~> rank. Thanks to a classical tool (identification of vertices), we show that an SBC 
cannot admit a good k-colouring with k ~< rank. 
(2) We show that the z-critical SBCs are the K~r_ I. 
(3) We introduce a new operator, simpler than the median, which yields an embed- 
ding algorithm for intersecting clutters. 
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(4) Thanks to the previous operator, we can provide the set of finite SBCs with 
a structure of connected graph. This result leads to a new way of investigation; we 
conclude with an open question. 
One can see [2] or [4] for the basic definitions about hypergraphs. If ~ is a hyper- 
graph, we denote U ~ its vertex set (so that we exclude isolated vertices), and n(~)  
the number of its vertices. The maximum cardinality of an edge is the rank r( J f ) ;  The 
minimum cardinality of an edge is the co-rank c (~) .  min(~)  = {E E ~¢~/E t E ~ and 
E ~ _CE ::~ E p =E}. A CB means A CB and A ¢ B. We denote A#B (read A meets B) 
for A NB ¢ ~. The transversal hypergraph of ~ is ~# = {A C U ~'~/E C ~ ~ E#A}.  
The blocking clutter of ~ is bl(oVf)= min(~#), i.e. the clutter of minimal transversals 
of Jr .  z (~)= co-rank(bl(~)), i.e. the minimum cardinality of a transversal. ~' is a 
self-blocking clutter (SBC) if d =bl(~') .  
Let ~(X) be the family of hypergraphs on X satisfying ~f = ~(f##, i.e. 
HCJ f  ~ VAC_X, HUAE~.  
(5(X),U,N) is a distributive complete lattice for which the # operator is an anti- 
isomorphism. 
Note that min is a one-to-one correspondence b tween 5(X) and the clutters on X. 
The median of a triple (x, y,z)  is defined in any lattice L by m(x, y , z )= (xAy)V(xAz)V 
(yAz) and L is distributive if and only if: V(x, y, z) ~ L 3, m(x, y , z )= (xVy)A(xVz)A(yV 
z). Monjardet [1 l] and Kuntzman [9] gave (the second in terms of boolean functions) 
the following characterization f SBCs: ~'  = bl(~/) if and only if ~'## can be obtained 
by successive applications of the median procedure in 5(X) proceeding from hyper- 
graphs {x} ##, x CX. Remark that if ~' is a clutter, ~' = bl(~') ~ ~# = ~'##, because 
Jr### = Jog# for any hypergraph ovf. Our new operator is a particular case of the median. 
1. The operator h 
Definition 1.1. V(Af, d )  ~ %(X) 2, h(AP, ~/) = m(~, ~#, d ) .  
Proposition 1.2. I f  ~9 eC A v# and d = ~/#, then h(A v, ~/) = h(A v, s / )  #. 
Proof. h(~,~d)=(5  v n A~#)U(5 ~N ~d)U(~ # n ~d)=(Y  # N ~d)U~;  h(A",~d) #= 
(5" # n ~¢)# n J#  = ( J  u ~d) N ~# = (~ n ~#) u (dn  ~#). 
In this case, h(A v, ~/) is the projection of ~d on the interval [Y, ~#]. [] 
Definition 1.3. We define the operator h on SBCs by 
h(S, ~¢) = rain h(S ##, ~¢##) = min(S # N d #) U S ## 
with S any finite set and d = bl(~4). Implicitly, if S~ U d ,  the sup-hereditary closure 
## acts on S U U d .  That ~d=bl(~d) implies _h(S,~d)=bl(h(S,~/)) follows from 
Proposition 1.2; and we have: h(S, d )= ~/ if and only if S c ~##. 
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Remark. Lovasz used the operator h in the case S N U d = 0 to construct his famous 
r-uniform SBC 5g with conjectured maximal size: 
5('~ ={1} and ,~Yr+ I ~---h(S,~/Yr) with I s l=r+ 1, SN U~(/Yr=O. 
For example, £~°2 = h(23, 1)= {12, 13,23}; 
5a3 = h(456, £¢'2)= {456, 124, 125, 126, 134, 135, 136, 234, 235,236} 
Definition. d is a Fan if 3 x E Ud/~e=h(Ud\x ,x ) .  
This is equivalent o: d contains a unique edge without x, or to: d contains an 
edge of size ] U d ]  - 1 without x. 
Now we explain how to compute h(s, d )  from a given S and d in order to under- 
stand the results of Sections 4 and 5. 
Let ~¢/=_h(S,d) and suppose S ~5~ '##. For every edge A of d ,  only one of the 
following issues occurs: 
(1) Elimination if ScA.  Since d f is a clutter, SEd~A f [d  r. In this case, we 
say that d t is an S-reduction of d .  
(2) Preservation if S#A and S ~ A. 
AEmind  # #~AEmin(d  # #AS #); and 
S ~ A ~ A E min(~ '## n S #) U S ## = d , .  
(3) Conditional yrowth if S NA =0.  
Let us denote S = {sl,s2 .... ,Sp}; 
Then ViE [1,p], A UsiE(S # n.~'##) U S ##. 
A UsiEo~" if and only if P~A Usi, VPEz¢ ~ N d .  
We say that A disappears if Vi E [ 1, p], 3Pi E s f  N ~¢/Pi C A U si. 
Example of reduction: The projective plane on seven vertices. Let d = h(5~,a) with 
5¢ = {bdf, bey, cdy, } (see Property 1.4 below); then d = {cdy, bey, bdf, bac, bad, bay, 
dae, day,fay, faec} and the computation of h_(cef, d )  lists one edge of 1st case (faec), 
three of 3rd case (bad, bay, day) and all others preserved (2nd case), resulting in the 
projective plane: 
~7 = h(cef, ~¢) = {abc, ade, afT, bdf, bey, cdy, cef }. 
The properties of h and h are developed in [7]. The only one we will use hereafter 
is (partial) commutativity: 
Property 1.4. If  z¢ = b l (d) ,  h(S,h(R,d))=h(R,h(S,d)) iff R#S. 
The proof is straightforward. 
Accordingly, if 5 e = {Sl, $2 .... , S, } is an intersecting clutter, we will denote h(5 e, ~ ' )  
for h(Si, h(S2 . . . . .  h(S,, d))) ,  since the result does not depend on the order of the edges. 
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The second tool we will use is classical (see [8]), common with graph theory and 
powerful, when we want to solve colouring problems. 
Definition 1.5. Let ~¢ be an SBC, x, y E U ~¢ and A E ~¢; then the min of the hyper- 
graph obtained by identifying y to x is an SBC. We will denote this identification by 
Id[x, y]; and Id(A),Id(~¢) (rather than Id[x,y](A) and Id[x, y ] (d ) )  is the result of this 
identification acting on A or ~¢. 
Note that Id[x,y] ¢ Id[y,x]. 
Example. ~¢ = (ab, ac, bed, bce, ade ); Id[c, d](~¢) = (ab, ac, bc ). 
2. Colourings 
Let ~ be a hypergraph with vertex set X, and k/> 2. 
Definition 2.1. A partition cg--{q,C2 .... ,Ck} of X (in k colours) is a (weak) 
k-colouring of the vertices of ~ if each non-atomic edge of off meets at least two 
colours. When ~ is a graph, this corresponds to the usual definition. 
Definition 2.2. cg is a strong k-colouring of J f  if all vertices of any edge have different 
colours. This corresponds again to the same definition as for graphs! 
Definition 2.3. ~ is a good k-colouring of J f  if any edge H of 9ff meets the maximum 
number of colours: min([H], k). 
A good k-colouring is strong as soon as k>~rJg. It is well known (see [2]) about 
the weak colourings that if ~¢ is an SBC, VA E~¢, VAI UAz=A, cg=(AC,Ai,A2) is 
a 3-colouring of ~'. From this we deduce 
Property 2.4. V ~¢=bl (d ) ,  V AE~4, VaEA, 3BE~C/A NB=a.  
We want to stress the following difficulty: if k ~ U, there is no correlation between 
the existence of good k- and U-colourings. For example, let ~ = {abcd, abef, acdef}; 
c~ = {ad, bf, ce} is a good 3-colouring and ~ does not admit any good 4-colouring. 
So no recurrence is possible. 
Lemma 2.5. I f  ~¢ admits a strong k-colour&9 and contains an edge A with ]A]= k, 
then [BNACI~>2, V B E ~\A .  
Proof. Let us suppose that B n A c = {b} and let Ci be the colour of b. Let us denote 
ai = A n Cg. Since ~¢ = bl(~ ¢), 3 E E s~l/E n A = {ai }; this leads to a contradiction, since 
E NB=(E  NBNA)U(E  NBNAC)=(BNa i )U(E  Nb). 
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Now BM C/={b} =~ ai(fB and EMCi={a i}  ~ b(fE. We would get EMB = O, 
which is impossible in an SBC. [] 
Theorem 2.6. Let d=bl (~) ;  Vk~<r(~¢), d does not admit any good k-colouring. 
Proof. I f  k < r (~' ) ,  we shrink ~¢ until we get a SBC with k = rank, i.e. we transform 
the good colouring in a strong colouring. 
Let A E~uC/IA [ > k; then A contains two vertices of the same colour, say x and y. 
Let us verify that Id(~') is a good k-colouring of Id[x, y](~') :  
(1) All edges E of Id (d )  meet min(lEl,k) colours. 
(2) The rank of Id (d )  is greater than IId(A)l, and Id(A) E Id (~) :  let us suppose 
that this is false, i.e. 3EEd/ Id (E )  c Id(A). 
Then Id (E )Uxy  C Id (A)Uxy=A =~ E cA,  which is impossible in a clutter. 
We repeat these identifications as long as there exists A E ~ such that IA I > k, until 
we get r (~4)=k.  
Now r( ,~)- - -k;  let us choose A E°~I/IA[ =k. 
Then A contains one vertex of each colour and only one. The method will be 
the identification of vertices of A c with vertices of A: Let x ~A and a E A the only 
one vertex of A coloured like x. Let us verify that Id(~) is a strong k-colouring of 
Id [a ,x] (~) :  
(1) The colouring remains strong, since any two vertices of the same colour never 
appear in one edge of d .  
(2) The rank remains k because A = Id(A) E Id(~') :  
Let us suppose that A ~ Id(d) ,  i.e. 3EE~C/Id(E)CA.  
Then E N Ae= {x}, which contradicts the previous lemma. 
We can repeat hese identifications until we get A E ~4 : bl(~4) with I U NI--IAL+ 1, 
i.e. ,~¢ is a Fan. This is impossible, because a strong colouring of a Fan needs one 
colour for each vertex. [] 
3. Characterization of z-critical SBCs 
In terms of colourings, the SBCs are critical in two ways: they are the only 
3-chromatic intersecting clutters, and they do not admit any good k-colouring with 
k less than the rank. 
Now we will deal with another critical property: 
Definition 3.1, ~ is z-critical if: VEE 3((, z(~gtq\E) = z (~)  - 1. 
We will show that 
(1) A z-critical SBC is uniform (i.e. rank -= co-rank). 
(2) A z-critical SBC is a K~r_ l, i.e. the family of all edges of cardinality r contained 
in a set of cardinality 2 r -  1. 
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Proposition 3.2. Let ~¢=b1(~¢) such that c(~¢)=c  < r=r (~) ;  Then ~¢ is not 
r-critical. 
Proof. Let A E ~¢/]A[ = r and let us suppose that ~ '  is z-critical; then 3 T E b l (~' \A)  
such that [TI = c -  1, since z(~¢) = c. Let us note A = {al, . . . ,  ar } and T = {tl . . . . .  tc- I }; 
Tal is a transversal of  ~ '  and [Tall=c, so Tal E ~¢ (it is minimal); idem for 
Ta2,...,Ta~. Tal E ~¢, so 3B E bl(~C\Tal) such that IBI--c - 1. B n T=0 and 
B# Ta2 . . . . .  Tar ~ {a2,...,ar} CB, a contradiction to the cardinality of B. [] 
Definition 3.3. Let cg be a r-uniform SBC, E E (¢ and AC_Ucg. We call (E,A) an 
adequate pair for c£ if JA[ =r -  1, A E bl(Cg\E) and Ae E cg, Ve E E. Clearly for an 
adequate pair we have E n A : 0 and [E U A I = 2r - 1. 
Lemma 3.4. Let Cg=bl(Cg) r-uniform and z-critical. VE E (g, 3AC_U~/(E,A ) is 
adequate for ~. 
Proof. VE E cg, z (~\E)  = r - 1 = co-rank(bl(Cg\E)); let A E bl(Cg\E)/lA[ = r - 1; Ve E 
E, Ae is a transversal o f~;  and since cg is r-uniform, AeEbl (~) ,  i.e. AeECg. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let C~=bl(Cg) r-uniform and z-critical; I f  (E,A) is an adequate pair 
for cg, then VeEE,  VaEA, ( (E \e )Ua , (A \a )Ue)  is adequate for cg. 
Proof. Let (E,A) be an adequate pair for ~, and e E E, a E A. Ae E cg ~ 3B E 
bl(C~\Ae)/[B[ =r-  1 and B nAe=O.  VxEE\e ,  AxE~ ~ B#Ax ~ xEB ~ B=E\e .  
Now BUa E ~# and I BUa I=r ,  so BUa=(E\e )  Ua  E cg. By Lemma 3.4, 
3DCU~/( (E \e  ) U a,D) is adequate for oK; E\e E bl(Cg\Ae); so Vz E (A\a) U e, 
(E\e) U z E ~ ~ D # (E\e) U z; Since D n (E\e) U a -- 0, we have D = (A\a) U e. [] 
Theorem 3.6. Let cg =bl(Cg) r-uniform z-critical; then ~ is a K~r_ I. 
Proof. Let (E,A) be an adequate pair for cg. In order to prove that cg is the K~r_ ~ with 
vertex set EUA,  let us choose PC_E and QC_A with [PI =p,  IQI =q,  and p+q=r .  
Since two comparable SBCs for inclusion are equal, it is sufficient to prove 
that P U Q E ~. Without loss of generality, we can denote E=(e l  . . . . .  er), 
P=(er-p+l  . . . . .  er) ,A=(al  . . . . .  ar- l)  and Q=(al  . . . . .  at-p). By Lemrna 3.5, Vi E 
[1,r - p] we can interchange successively ei with ai and get at each step an ade- 
quate pair for ~. The resulting adequate pair is (PU Q, (E UA) \ (P  U Q)), so the proof 
is complete. [] 
4. Embeddings of intersecting clutters 
Definition 4.1. An intersecting clutter • is embeddable if there exists d = b l (d)  such 
that YC~ and U~= U d .  
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Von Neumann and Morgenstern gave in [17] the following characterization of em- 
beddable clutters: 
V&TES¢, SUT=U~ISnT I=I .  
But they do not say how to construct an embedding. 
Thanks to the operator h, an algorithm can be designed: 
Hypothes is . . cZ  is embeddable (satisfying the Von Neumann and Morgenstern 
characterization). 
Data: S given as an ordered list SI,S2 . . . . .  Sn [n > 1, V= U,~]  
Start: ,9/ := h_(Si,x) with arbitrary x chosen in V\S1; k = 2 
While k <~n do 
Case 1: S~ E-~': k := k + 1, continue 
Case 2: VA E~4, A ~Sk: ~4 := h(Sk,~/) 
Case 3: while (3AE ~¢/A cSk)  do ~ := h(AC,,~ ') endwhile k := k + 1 
endwhile 
Let us prove the correctness of the algorithm: 
- -  At any step, ~ is a SBC. 
At the starting, _~ is a Fan containing $1; now let us suppose that for some k, ~ 
contains SI . . . . .  Sk-l. We must prove that for each case, the new 
,# contains Si . . . . .  Sk: 
Case 1: the new ~ is the previous d .  
Case 2: By definition of h, Sk belongs to the new ,~; Vi ~ [1,k - 1], Sk#Si and 
Sk ~ &, so & E ,~'. 
Case 3: Let A QSk and ,~' := h(A~,~); in the new ,4, either A disappears or 
~zCA~/A UzE~.  
Iterating this process, it is clear that we get an ~ with a unique A C Sk such that 
ISk\AI = 1. Then Sk Eh(AC,.~). 
Now let us pick out iE[ l ,k  - 1] and let us show that 
VACSk, S~ E h_(AC,,~¢). 
Let us suppose Si ~ h(A ~, ~¢) and remember that this is possible if and only if A c C Si 
or A c N Si=¢). 
The second case is impossible because it would imply Si c_ A C Sk, a contradiction 
to the fact that 5 ~ is a clutter. So A ~ C Si and ISi\A c I >>- 1 ; 
A C Sk ~ ISk\AI ~> 1, and we get Si U Sk = U 5~ with ]Si A Ski >~2, which contradicts 
the hypothesis. [] 
Example. S P =(abc,  ode, ade); h(abc, d) = (abc, ad, bd, cd); in order to introduce cde, 
we search for a smaller edge and we take cd. h(cdC,o4)=h(abe,~¢)= (abe, abc, ad, 
bd, cde); the last step is h(ad c, o~¢) = h(bce, d )  =(bce, abe, abc, bd, ade, ade, cde). 
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5. The connected graph structure FL(n) on SBCs 
If ~¢=b1(~¢) and xEU~' ,  let us note 5'~= {EE~Z/xf[E}; then ~¢ =h(Sa, x) [7]. 
Therefore we can construct all SBCs with h, starting from one-vertex SBCs. Thus 
we could consider the following directed graph: (~,~¢~)E G ¢:> 3S/~'=h(S ,~¢) .  
While connected, this graph is too big with respect to the number of arcs. In or- 
der to shrink this graph, we will choose the set S in a small family defined by d 
and ~¢t. 
We will need the following preliminary lemma, which states that by use of h we 
can get or lose vertices, but not both together. 
Lemma 5.1. IfsJt=h_(S,s~'), then Ud_cU~" or Ud'_c U.~¢. 
Proof. Suppose we have got in ~¢' a new vertex s E S/s ~ U ~¢, and suppose 
Uaff¢ Ud' ;  then 3yEU~d/y  ~ Uat t. Let AEd/yEA.  
d '  = S U min(S # N ~'#) and ~'# -- ~d ~#. 
A ¢~,t  but A U sE~¢'##; so 3AtE~t /A  ~ CA Us. 
First case: sEA ~, Then A t ~ S, since S MA = O. 
Therefore, q E E ~/A ~ =E U s, and thus, E C_ A. This implies E - -A  because ~'  is a 
clutter, and A t =A Us is a contradiction to y ~ U~d ~. 
Second case: s f~A t. Then A t CA, which is impossible, since A t E~¢ # = d ## => qBE 
~/BC_A~ ~ BC_A ~ B=At=A.  [] 
Now we can define the graph FL(n). 
Definition5.2. Let X={1,2  . . . . .  n}; d is a vertex of FL(n) iff d=b l (d )  
and Udcx .  (d ,~")EFL(n)  ¢~ 3AE~d/sl'=h_(AC, st), where AC=(U~ ') u 
(U "~¢')\A. 
Thanks to the preliminary lemma, we get 
Lemma 5.3. The relation (d ,  d t) E FL(n) is symmetric. 
Proof. Let ~ '=h(AC,~)  and let us show that ~=h_(A ,~t ) .  
First case. U st,  c_ U d .  VE E d \A ,  E #A c (since A cnE = 0 ~ E C_ A). Let us note 
d = (A,AI,...,Aq, B1 .... ,Bp), with V i E [ 1, p], Bi is reduced by A c, Vj E [ 1, q], A c 
A;. Then we can write d '  =(AC,AI . . . . .  Aq, A UXl , . . . ,A  UXr) with xi EA ~, ViE [1,r]; 
allowing the limit case r = 0, meaning that (A U xl . . . . .  A U xr )=0 (if A disappears). 
ViE[1, p], AeCBi; so let bEBi \A c. Then A c U bE~ ~, and since Bi is a minimal 
transversal of d,  AeUb = Bi. Thus we get an explicit writing of ~:  V i E [1, p], 3 ai E A/ 
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~ '=(A ,A I  . . . . .  Aq,A c U al . . . . .  A c U ap) with p<~lAI; Now we can show that ~¢=h 
(A ,d ' ) :  
(1) VkE[1,q],  A#Ak let A ~Ak ~ Ak Eh(A ,d ' ) .  
(2) VaE A, A c U aE h(A, sg') ## and the h_ operator says that A c U a f[ h_(A,d') ¢~ 
3 p E ~¢' n h(A, d ' ) /P  CA  ~ U a. 
Since d '  Nh(A, d t )=(A l  . . . . .  Aq), we can say that BI, . . . ,Bp belong to h (A ,d ' ) .  
So h(A, ~z¢ t) contains A,A1,.. .  ,Aq,B1,..., Bp; we can conclude: ~ '  C h(A, d ' )  =~ d = 
h (A ,~ t) because two comparable SBCs for inclusion are identical. 
Second case: U d c U d ' .  Let a' E U d ' \  U d ,  let us note d = (A,A1 ... .  ,Aq) and 
notice that none of the edges disappears: ViE [1,q],AC#Ai and A c CAi is impossible 
since d EA c. We can write ~¢~=(AC,A1 
with xjEA cnud and (x~ .. . . .  x~)=U 
(A Ux  I . . . . .  A UXr )=~.  
V i E [ 1, q], Ai E h(A, ~¢~) because A # Ai 
and so d = h(A, ~4 t). [] 
. . . . .  Aq,A U xl . . . . .  A U Xr,A U Xtl . . . . .  A U Xts) 
d r \  U d,  allowing the possible limit case 
and A C~Ai and A i ~A.  Then d C_ h(A, d ' ) ,  
Example. ~¢=(ab, ac, bc), Ud=abc ,  d '=(ab ,  ac, bcd, bce, ade)Ud '=abcde ,  
A = bc, A c = ade; 
h(ade, d )  = d '  and h_(bc, d ' )  = d .  
Theorem 5.4. Vn E t~, FL(n) is connected 
Proof. We will show that 
( l )  VdEFL(n) ,  there is a path connecting d and a Fan. 
(2) All the Fan's are connected. 
(1). Let ~¢ E FL(n) and x E U d ;  the following process will give a path connecting 
d to a Fan. 
Choose AE~¢ such that x !/A and do ~¢=h(AC, d )  with AC= Ud\A  until ~¢ 
contains a unique edge without x. Let us note d=(X l  . . . . .  Xp,A,A1 . . . . .  Aq) with 
xEXi and x (_ Aj. Then h(AC,~C)=(Ac,X1,.. . ,Xr,Al . . . . .  Aq,A U zl . . . . .  A U zs) with 
z icA  c ViE[ I , s ]  and r<<.p because A c can reduce some of the X/'s. All the edges 
without x are preserved, except A which grows or disappears. By iterating this pro- 
cess, we get a Fan because the size of the edges is bounded by 
lU l l -1 .  
(2). Let s l=h(Ud\x ,x  ) and ~=h(U~\y ,y )  be two Fan's. Let U~l=(x ,  al . . . . .  
ap) and UM=(y ,  bl . . . . .  bq)', then 
d =(xal . . . . .  xap, al . ..ap). 
Let ~¢1 = h(xaCl, d )  = (xae . . . . .  Xap, ae . . . ap ), let de = h(xa~, d l  ) = (xa3, . . . ,Xap, a3 
• -.ap) and so forth .... It is clear that d is connected with (Xap, ap_lap,Xap_l) and 
with (xbq, bq _ I bq, xbq_ ! ). 
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To conclude it is sufficient to verify that ~=(12,13 ,23)  is connected with 
(23,24, 34). 
~(12c ,~)=h(34 ,~)=(34 ,13 ,23 ,124)=~1;  
~(13c ,~)=h(24 ,~j )=(24 ,23 ,34) .  []
Actually, FL(n) is still too big if we are interested only in types. Two SBCs ~¢ and 
have the same type if there exists a one to one correspondence f between U ~ '  and 
O ~ such that f (~¢)=~)  (in other words they are isomorphic). Let us note TFL(n) 
the quotient graph of FL(n) by the relation 'to be isomorphic to'. TFL(7) is known, 
its order is 703; but TFL(8) is not. 
Proposition 5.5. Let ~¢t =h(AC,~¢); then s~¢ and ~¢~ are not isomorphic. 
Proofi Let us suppose that there exists an isomorphism f such that ~4 '= f (d ) .  Then 
~¢' n d = ~¢\A = ~¢'\A c, and IA[ = [AC]. 
The family {f"(A),nE~} is finite because U d is finite. So 3r, pE~/ f f (A )= 
ff+P(A), and since f is a one-to-one correspondence, A = fP(A). 
I f  H E d ,  let us denote C(H) = {fn(H),n E ~}. We will show that H c E C(H) ¢:~ 
H E C(A): 
Let us denote E=f-(A~), then ~¢ n f - ( J )=s l \E=f - (d )kEC:  f (E)=A c 
E ~ f - (d ) .  Let f (E  c) =f (E )  ~ =A =~ E c E f - (~4) .  Let us suppose that i f(A) E se¢ 
for some n E ~, then ff+l(A)E~¢ ~, if(A) ~ E (because ~¢\EC_f-(~¢)). Now 
A = fP(A) ~ fP-l(A) = f - (A)  =E c ~ C(A) £ ~¢. By the preceding relationship, 
3qE ~/fq(A)=E, and so A ~ E C(A). 
Let H E C(A), i.e. 3n E ~/H =i f (A) .  Then H e =ff(A~)=ff+q+l(A)E C(A). Let 
GE~c\C(A), then E ~ C(G) ~ C(G)C_~¢: if fn(G)E~CkE, fn(G) Ef-(~¢) 
ff+l(G) E ~¢. We have shown that H e E C(H) ¢:~ H E C(A). 
Now let us define the oriented graph ff on the vertices of U ~¢ by 
(x,y)Cff e:~ f (x)=y.  
ff contains at least one circuit and U d is the union of the circuits, ff cannot contain 
an odd circuit because Ac E C(A). Let us show that (q cannot contain an unique circuit: 
Let us suppose that (¢ contains a unique circuit, I U d ]  is even, so we can denote the 
circuit (al . . . . .  a2r) with f(ai)=ai+l and f(a2r)=al; it is clear that GCE(9(G) and 
H c E C(H), with G- -  {ai/i E [1,r]} and H = {ak/k is even} but this implies G E (9(A) 
and H E C(A), a contradiction. 
For any circuit C of (¢ we have [C NA] = ½]C] and fq+l(A N C)=CNA c because 
fq+l(A)=AC. Let C a circuit of (¢ and let us denote A =(A N C)UB with BN C=~.  
If  we take D=(A~ N C)UB,  we get the contradiction fq+l(D)=DC and D ~ C(A). 
We have shown that ~¢ and d '  cannot be isomorphic. [] 
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Let us note by UFL(r) the following subgraph of TFL(2r): UFL(r) is the graph of 
r-uniform types of SBCs with 2r vertices (r-uniform means that all the edges have the 
same cardinality r). It is known that such SBCs contain ½C~r edges. The knowledge 
of UFL(r) is important, since r-uniform hypergraphs are one of the most wide-spread 
structures in discrete mathematics. 
Proposition 5.6. UFL( r )  cannot contain an isolated vertex,  Vr>2. 
Proof. Let d E UFL(r); then d is not r-critical (see Section 3), i.e. 
3A c N / r (d \A)  = r. 
We will show that h(A c, d )E  UFL(r) by proving that h(A c, d )= d \A  U A c. Let 
us take zEA ~ and show that A Uz ~ h(AC,~4). Since r (d \A)=r ,  A c is a minimal 
transversal of ~4\A. This means that there exists B E d /B  N A ~ = z, and so B C A U z. 
The Proposition 5.5 completes the proof. [] 
One can find UFL(3) in Isbell's papers [8]; its order is 5. The following computation 
shows that it is connected: 
Let ~40 =(123, 124, 126, 134, 135,145,234,235,245,346). 
h(234 c, ,~0)= (156, 123,124, 126, 134, 135,145,235,245,346)= ~41, 
h(123 c, d~ )= (456, 156, 124, 126, 134, 135, 145,235,245,346)= d2, 
h(134 c, d~ )= (256, 156, 123,124, 126, 135,145,235,245,346)= d3, 
h( 145 c, d2 ) = (236, 456, 156, 124, 126, 134, 135, 235,245,346) = d4. 
Is UFL(r) connected for all r? 
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